1. Assessment information collected
   89% of graduates met their employment goal – the one grad who has not
   gained employment moved out of state.

   100% pass rate on first attempt at FAA written exam.

   Informal survey of graduates after FAA certification testing.

2. Conclusions drawn from the information summarized above
   The state-wide demand for new aircraft mechanics is not being met, since all of
   the graduates that were seeking a job found one.

   The program maintains consistent quality in instruction despite slight changes
   FAA subject matter based on pass rates.

3. Curricular changes resulting from conclusions drawn above
   Continued to incorporate/emphasize changes to FAA subject matter as
   needed.

4. Identify the faculty members involved in reaching the conclusions drawn
   above and agreeing upon the curricular changes resulting

   Kevin Alexander, Roger Weggel, Russ Alis